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Introduction
I have taught for over twenty years as both an English and Yup’ik teacher but the
2006-2007 school year was unique. During the process of narrowing down my research
topic, I decided to try Total Physical Response Storytelling (TPR Storytelling), also
called Teaching Proficiency though Reading and Storytelling, in my classroom. After a
year of teaching with TPR Storytelling, I wish I were just starting my career because of
the wonderful results I have seen with my students learning a second language.
When I was considering a master’s degree topic, I wanted to examine a language
teaching method that would promote language production. During that time, our school
was seeking ways to promote language use because of low proficiency in the target
language. Implementing the TPR Storytelling method made my classroom a better
environment for children to acquire Yup’ik in a fun way.
Before I learned about TPR Storytelling, I enjoyed incorporating storytelling in
other ways in my classroom. I told traditional stories in which I had the students act out
the story; I used flannel boards to tell stories; and I gave them books with cassettes.
When I first saw a book titled, Fluency Through TPR Storytelling, I had to read it. TPR
is one of the language teaching strategies we use at Ayaprun Elitnaurvik, the Yup’ik
Immersion School in Bethel, Alaska. To see storytelling linked to TPR sounded very
appealing! The more I read about TPR Storytelling, the more interested I became.
Active language learning, stories rich in comprehensible input and long-term retention of
language all sounded inviting. Nevertheless, as a first grade teacher, I was frustrated
because the materials were geared toward upper elementary and high school levels and
stories in the existing books were not culturally appropriate to the Yup’ik context. With
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my curiosity peeked, I attended a TPR Storytelling workshop in Washington State only to
discover the whole workshop was geared toward upper elementary and/or high school.
After a long search, I eventually found someone specializing in elementary TPR
Storytelling, Carol Gaab, who recommended I attend a summer TPR Storytelling
conference in Burlington, Vermont.
I believe TPR Storytelling, my new strategy to teaching language, has changed
the dynamics in my classroom. My students and I have had a lot of fun together learning
Yup’ik. Many times my students and I would laugh while practicing a story. It boggled
my mind to hear my first graders arguing in Yup’ik. At times I deliberately held back and
listened to them defending their points on such topics as whether or not a story was make
believe or not. Another surprise was how students began taking charge of a story once
they became familiar with it. Once we were preparing to perform the story Yaassiicuar
‘The Little Box’, instead of waiting for my cues, as had been their style, they began the
performance without me. On another day, I witnessed a Yup’ik second language student
who went well beyond her student role of leading the calendar. She gave commands in
Yup’ik. I was awed by her newfound confidence and control and that her peers followed.
To make TPR Storytelling work for my classroom, I had to make modifications
and decide what I felt was doable for my students and for me. For example, most TPR
Storytelling materials are for upper elementary or high school students. These stories
were simply too long for my students. I decided to use a different mini-story each week. I
felt at the first grade level my students were better able to comprehend the shorter stories.
My students performed their TPR Storytelling stories not only during weekly
Friday Showcase, but also at an opening for a local college meeting and school potlucks .
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A memorable moment with my students was when they performed a few TPR Stories at
the local Senior Center in front of delighted elders. Many of the elders knew the
namesakes of my students so there was a personal and spiritual connection. Some of our
stories probably brought back memories of their own traditional upbringing.
Because storytelling is an important part of Yup’ik culture, I believe TPR
Storytelling is especially useful for teaching Yup’ik immersion. Elder Miisaq Frank
Andrew (2008) of Kuigilnguq ‘Kwigillingok’ recalls how men rose early and retired early
in the qasgiq (communal men’s house) listening to each other tell stories. These stories
and other oral instruction formed the moral foundation of a properly lived life. Miisaq
remembered:
“Then from somewhere in the room a person would begin telling another story.
That was the way men relaxed and began to fall asleep for the night. We’d listen
and enjoy the stories and eventually fall asleep. Stories were always told at night
when everyone retired, stories passed down from generation to generation”
(Andrew, Sr. 2008 p. xxvi).
According to Miisaq (2008), the elderly men constantly told stories in the qasgiq.
Miisaq said they told the boys that even though they are just mundane stories, to listen
intently, that what they heard would include lessons that would help them later in life.
Elder Kangrilnguq Paul John (2003) of Toksook Bay refers to these storytelling accounts
as either qulirat (legends or tales told by distant ancestors) or qanemcit (historical
narratives related by known persons). Listening was considered a very important skill
among the Yup’ik. Children were taught early on how to listen. Whether at home or in
the qasgiq, children were told to observe the speakers carefully (Fienup-Riordan, 2005).
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Miisaq (2005) remembered how they should not pay attention to how the speakers looked
but rather to pay close attention to what was said. Children were admonished to focus all
their senses on the speaker so that what was said would stick inside their minds (FienupRiordan, 2005). Parents were to share their knowledge broadly within the community
(Fienup-Riordan, 2003). The people of Nelson Island say that if people are stingy with
their knowledge, their minds would rot (Fienup-Riordan, 2003).
In a phone interview with elder Igvaq Pauline Hunt (personal communication,
September 3, 2008) of Kotlik regarding quliriyaraq, she understood that our ancestors
became the legends and tales (…augkut-gguq ciuliaput quliraurtut-gguq) and that life
became historical narratives (…yuuciq-gguq qanemciurrluni). She mentioned that advice
was given in the qasgiq. She shared how her late mother gave advice in the morning. She
shared one story of Qaagucungaq who was a giant who almost caught up with four
children who had wandered away from the village. Igvaq mentioned other means of
entertainment including yaarui ‘storykniving’, airraq ‘stringstories’ and naasaaq, a game
of skill using wooden sticks.
My earliest recollection of storytelling is listening to qulirat back in the early
1960’s before we had electricity in the village. While my sisters and I were snuggled
under homemade down blankets we listened intently to our mother while the kerosene
lamp flickered as we fell asleep. Later on in life, I recognized some of the tales that were
printed that I heard from my mother. When I put my daughter to sleep, I would tell her
stories and if there was a printed version, I would then read it to her much to her delight.
Over the years, I have shared some of those stories with my own students, usually to a
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captivated audience. For me, TPR Storytelling is a meaningful extension of the Yup’ik
storytelling tradition into classroom language learning.
This handbook explains various second language acquisition theories related to
language teaching. It describes TPR Storytelling and the steps for TPR Storytelling. I will
describe how I implemented TPR Storytelling with my first and second grade class. I will
share sample mini-stories that my students learned and performed. This handbook will
provide other Yup’ik language teachers with an additional resource for instructional
support.
What is TPR Storytelling?
As discussed previously TPR Storytelling is a classroom strategy based on Total
Physical Response (TPR) and the Natural Approach (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2004). It has
also been called Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling. There is little
difference between the two, though Teaching Proficiency through Reading and
Storytelling, with its greater emphasis on reading may be more appropriate to upper
elementary and high school instruction. TPR Storytelling has been described as an
improvement on TPR (Sebelius, 2002). In TPR, students show their understanding of the
language by carrying out commands given by the teacher. (See page 10 for a more
complete discussion of TPR.) With TPR, many teachers felt restricted once their students
began to approach an intermediate level of proficiency (Sebelius, 2002). Some felt that
their students were not excited by issuing and following commands anymore. TPR alone
does not develop the narrative and descriptive modes needed for meaningful
communication. Blaine Ray developed TPR Storytelling, as a means to utilize and
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expand acquired vocabulary by contextualizing it in high-interest stories which students
can hear, see, act out, retell, revise and rewrite (Marsh, 1997).
Ray describes how he first experienced Total Physical Response (TPR) in 1980.
Using James Asher’s book, Learning Another Language Through Actions (1993), he
enthusiastically followed Asher’s suggestions. After five years, feeling exhausted from
trying to find ways that his students would not get bored after a few weeks of TPR, he
read The Natural Approach by Steve Krashen and Tracy Terrell (1983). (See page 12 for
a more complete discussion of The Natural Approach.) Krashen (as cited by Ray & Seely
2001, p. 3) noted that TPR is not a complete method and suggested, “…utilize other ways
of making input comprehensible (e.g., the use of background knowledge and pictures, as
in story telling).” Using Asher’s suggested stories as a starting point, Ray gradually
developed what is now called TPR Storytelling (Asher, 1993).
According to Ray & Seely (2001), early fluency in TPR Storytelling classes
occurs because it makes sure students aurally acquire the vocabulary very thoroughly.
Once acquired, students are then able to produce the words orally in their own speech.
One example is when after using qalervak ‘crying hard’ as one of our vocabulary words
in a story, I heard my students making use of the word in their conversation as we walked
to the nurse’s office to have our annual tuberculosis shots.
When I first started reading about TPR Storytelling, one fact stood out for me as a
language teacher: Ray was a language teacher. I felt a connection because of this
commonality. I’d like to share my own story about learning about TPR Storytelling.
Early on, I was interested in seeing or visiting a classroom with a teacher
experienced in the strategy. I contacted the Anchorage School District to see if they knew
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of any teachers that used TPR Storytelling. When a foreign language teacher I knew did
not know, I wondered if workshops were available. I browsed the internet and discovered
TPRS Publishing, Inc. provides workshops throughout the year in cities across the
country and an annual weeklong summer conference. When I went to a workshop in
Seattle I was dismayed to find that the workshop was geared for high school. I learned
from the presenter that they would have an elementary sectional during their major
summer conference. During the summer conference I attended an elementary sectional
led by Carol Gaab, another key leader in TPR Storytelling.
The conference had many exhibit tables with second language acquisition related
material. I found the following useful elementary level resources: Tell Me More! And
Tell Me More Teacher’s Manual! (Anderson & Marsh, 1998). There were other materials
but these two have been the most useful for me.

Total Physical Response
James Asher’s Total Physical Response (TPR) is a technique based on the belief
that listening comprehension should be developed fully, as it is with children learning
their native language, before any active oral participation from students is expected. It is
based on the belief that skills can be more rapidly assimilated if the teacher appeals to the
students’ kinesthetic-sensory system. TPR utilizes oral commands that students carry out
to show their understanding (Omaggio Hadley, 2001). Asher (1993) recommends
focusing on physical movement, drawing, acting in a skit and dramatizing a scenario
(Stand up. Walk to the door. Open the door, etc.). When giving commands for the first
time, the teacher models the desired behavior removing the model after several
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repetitions of the same command (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2004). After responding
confidently to a number of single commands, the teacher begins to combine commands in
original and unexpected ways so that students discover that they can understand and
respond to language in ways they have never heard before (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2004).
Asher (1993 p. 2.4) identifies three key ideas that underlie the TPR approach:
1. Understanding of the spoken language must be developed in advance of
speaking.
2. Understanding should be developed through movements of the student’s body.
The imperative is a powerful aid because the instructor can utter commands to
manipulate student behavior. Asher’s (1993) research suggests that most of
the grammatical structures of the target language and hundreds of vocabulary
items can be learned through the skillful use of the imperative by the
instructor.
3. Do not attempt to force speaking from students. As the students internalize a
cognitive map of the target language through understanding what is heard,
there will be a point of readiness to speak. The individual will spontaneously
begin to produce utterances.
TPR is not designed to be a comprehensive “method” but represents instead a
useful set of teaching ideas and techniques that can be integrated into other
methodologies for certain instructional purposes (Omaggio Hadley, 2001). Asher has
stressed that TPR should be used in association with other methods and techniques
(Richards & Rogers, 2001).
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One criticism of TPR is that it “is fine at the beginning of language training
(perhaps the initial month or two) but then what?” (Asher, 1993). Asher suggests a
follow-up to the TPR experience is storytelling (Asher, 1993). TPR Storytelling uses
techniques that foster efficient language acquisition and deep ingraining of vocabulary
aurally through Total Physical Response in the use of stories as a means of both instilling
comprehensible input and eliciting expression at the acquisition level of the student (Ray
& Seely, 2001). Where TPR alone is almost exclusively limited to the imperative mode
(commands), TPR Storytelling adds the narrative and descriptive modes of language
which allow teachers and students to achieve significantly higher levels of language
(Anderson & Marsh, 1998).
In TPR and the Natural Approach it is essential for the teacher to establish a
learning environment that maintains a low anxiety level among the students so that they
can make maximum use of the comprehensible input the teacher provides. In TPR this
means the teacher waits for the students to be ready to speak and does not force the
students to speak. However, in TPR Storytelling the teacher expects the whole class to
participate in the storytelling activity. The students are expected to speak.
At first this may appear to be a contradiction. TPR says do not demand speaking
because it will raise the student’s affective filter (see pp. 18-19). TPR Storytelling says
students have to participate by speaking.
The way I deal with this conflict is that at first I accept whatever attempts the
students make to say the words and phrases of the story. I gradually correct their
pronunciation whenever necessary, but I try not to focus on it too much. Since TPR
Storytelling is practiced as a whole group, students are not singled out in a way that will
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stress them out or make them uncomfortable. In short, the ideal TPR Storytelling event
engages students in collaborative, stress-free dramatic play and so does not raise the
affective filter.

The Natural Approach
The Natural Approach to second language acquisition is based on five hypotheses
proposed in Krashen’s Monitor Model:
1. the Acquisition-Learning hypothesis,
2. the Monitor hypothesis,
3. the Natural Order hypothesis,
4. the Input hypothesis (to which I also add Swain’s Comprehensible Output),
5. and the Affective Filter hypothesis (Krashen and Terrell, 1983).
The Acquisition-Learning hypothesis claims that language learners have two
independent ways of developing competence in a second language. Of the two, the most
important is acquisition. Acquiring a language is a subconscious process similar to the
way children develop ability in the first language (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). Language
learning on the other hand requires conscious study and knowledge of grammatical rules
and being able to talk about them. Krashen believes that ‘learning’ is less important than
acquisition. At Ayaprun Elitnaurvik at the primary level, we focus primarily on
acquisition. Grammar study is emphasized in the later grades when students have
acquired sufficient competence in Yup’ik (Ayaprun Elitnaurvik, 2003). TPR Storytelling
focuses on the acquisition of language rather than the learning of language by presenting
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items in meaningful, observable way, rather than teaching grammatical rules and
vocabulary lists (Brune, 2004).
Krashen’s second hypothesis, the Monitor Hypothesis, summarizes the
relationship between acquisition and learning and defines the role of grammar.
Acquisition is responsible for becoming fluent in a language, while the learning system
performs the role of the ‘monitor’ or the ‘editor’ (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). We use
acquisition when we initiate sentences in second languages, and learning as a kind of
after-thought to make changes and corrections (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). This can be
illustrated with the example of the students in my class requesting a drink of water. When
they stumble the first time, they use the gesture for drinking water to help them remember
the word and say it correctly. Because I do not want to hurt their self-confidence, I do not
pay too much attention to their pronunciation (Asher, 1993). If I understand what the
student is trying to say through the gesture, I simply repeat the word back to the student
and then let them get a drink. In TPR Storytelling, new vocabulary is introduced before
the story is told and meaning of words and grammatical forms are explained as they arise
within the telling of the story itself (Brune, 2004).
Krashen’s third hypothesis is the Natural Order Hypothesis. This hypothesis
suggests that the acquisition of grammatical structures follows a ‘natural order’ which is
predictable (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). Krashen and Terrell hypothesize that there is a
predictable order in which grammatical components of the language are acquired (Ray &
Seely, 2001). Because TPR does not place an emphasis on grammar (Asher, 1993),
students can acquire language in its Natural Order. TPR Storytelling deemphasizes
grammar explanations because according to Krashen’s Natural Order Hypothesis,
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grammatical explanations have little or no effect on the order in which grammatical
structures are in fact acquired (Brune, 2004).
The fourth of Krashen’s hypotheses’ is the Input Hypothesis. This hypothesis
suggests that we acquire (not learn) language by understanding input that is a little
beyond our current level of (acquired) competence (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). In the
Input Hypothesis, the learner improves and progresses along the natural order when
he/she receives second language input that is one step beyond his/her current stage of
linguistic competence (Krashen & Terrell, 1983). Krashen claims that acquisition for
learners can only take place if they are exposed to comprehensible input.
Comprehensible input is language presented to the student in such a way that the student
can understand without the need of translation (Anderson & Marsh, 1998). The learner
must always be challenged, but never to a point at which frustration sets in. In accordance
with Krashen’s Input Hypothesis, TPR Storytelling places a heavy emphasis on the
comprehensibility of the language used during the course of a lesson (Brune, 2004). The
very fact of using gestures to show what happens in the story makes the input
comprehensible.
Merrill Swain (1985) has claimed that comprehensible input is not enough. She
suggests that students acquire language most meaningfully when they also have the
opportunity for comprehensible output. They need to have a setting in which their
attempts at communication are valued and shaped to make them acceptable and
understandable (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2004). Cummins and Swain (1986) argue that
immersion students do not demonstrate the ability to speak (or write) like native speakers,
not because their comprehensible input is limited, but because their comprehensible
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output is limited in two ways: 1.) Students are simply not given – especially in later
grades – adequate opportunities to use the target language in the classroom context, and
2.) they are not being ‘pushed’ in their output. They add that immersion students have
developed, in the early grades, strategies for getting their meaning across which are
adequate for the situation they find themselves in with their teachers and peers (Cummins
& Swain, 1986). Because of this, there appears to be little social or cognitive pressure to
produce language (Cummins & Swain, 1986). TPR Storytelling encourages
comprehensible output by providing students the chance to practice using vocabulary and
sentences in the context of the story. Given practice for comprehensible output during the
stories, it makes it easier for them to use vocabulary and phrases more spontaneously in
their everyday interactions with each other. One day I had a student who was upset about
something and another student comforted him using vocabulary from one of our previous
stories. The sad child’s mood changed before I found it necessary to intervene to help
solve the problem. In these ways, TPR Storytelling encourages students to use Yup’ik
with each other.
Immersion language teachers recognize the need for a structured learning
environment that attends to language development and content. Also needed is having
predictable instructional routines and patterned language for transitions between subjects
(Curtain & Fortune, 1997). The students need to have a setting in which they are given
many opportunities to produce new forms and to communicate (Curtain & Fortune,
1997). Students need more opportunities to use the language and more wait time for
responses without immediately supplying answers (Curtain & Fortune, 1997). Other
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strategies to increase student output are interactive partner and cooperative learning tasks
(Curtain & Fortune, 1997).
One practice I use for students to practice output is having a “Show n’ Tell”
where students are invited to bring an item to share/talk about or just talk about
something important in their lives. Another way students can practice their language
output is through print. Students may be given time to write in their picture journals and
write their thoughts. Once students begin to express themselves orally, it becomes the
teacher’s task to provide encouragement and opportunity to communicate with one
another in a variety of ways (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2004). One year when I taught fifth
and sixth grade social studies, I was struck by the students’ hesitancy when given the
opportunity to tell a story using flannel board pieces. Their simultaneous emotions of
being hesitant and excited to try something new triggered my thinking that more
opportunities such as flannel board storytelling would provide some needed spontaneous
usage of the language. With my first grade, I have found the importance of mid-morning
breaks after our snack time and water and break times for students to have an opportunity
to have leisurely breaks in the classroom. I noticed a lot more Yup’ik conversation goes
on during these breaks that I didn’t normally witness during lessons. As immersion
teachers we need to be ever persistent and consistent in expecting students to use
complete sentences during their speech. For example, when students want to know if
we’ll be having gym that certain day, they’re inclined to ask, Qirvan, gym? ‘Qirvan,
gym?’ instead of Qirvan, gym-arciqukut-qaa? ‘Qirvan, will we have gym?’ When I
respond back to them, Qirvan, gym?, they take it as a cue for a more complete sentence
in which they ask again, Qirvan, gym-arciqukut-qaa? ‘Qirvan, will we have gym?’ To
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which I respond enthusiastically, Ii-i, gym-arciqukut! ‘Yes, we will have gym!’ There are
other instances when students struggle with conveying thoughts. Because of all the
gesturing involved with TPR Storytelling, the gesturing aids in conveying their thoughts
as they speak.
Krashen’s last hypothesis, the Affective Filter hypothesis suggests that a number
of ‘affective variables’ play a facilitative role in second language acquisition. These
variables include motivation, self-confidence and anxiety. Learners with high motivation,
self-confidence, a good self-image, and a low level of anxiety are better equipped for
success in second language acquisition. Low motivation, low self-esteem, and
debilitating anxiety can combine to ‘raise’ the affective filter forming a ‘mental block’
preventing comprehensible input from being used for acquisition.
I believe that the climate we create in our classrooms makes our students feel at
ease and lowers their affective filter. TPR Storytelling stories cause laughter among the
students during TPR Storytelling sessions; they feel comfortable knowing that they won’t
be singled out. Students are faced with questions that are at their challenge level and are
never made to feel frustrated. Spontaneous singing may be additional evidence of a low
affective filter in my classroom. My students will subtly start an Eskimo dance song they
know right in the middle of a class lesson while they are on task. One student will begin a
song quietly and then while the students are busy with their work, the others join. One
year I had a visitor who noticed this. I told her that if it doesn’t interfere with their
learning, I allow it. I also notice that I’ll begin humming or singing a few words to a song
and then the class will (at times unexpectedly) chime in regardless of what task they are
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doing. Then without a prompt, the class resumes the lesson. They all know though that
singing isn’t allowed while we’re eating, as advised by our parents and elders.
Together these hypotheses form the basis for the Natural Approach. The Natural
Approach emphasizes real communication for practical purposes. The focus is on the
learning activities and not the language. Students indirectly acquire linguistic
understanding through direct involvement in learning and play activities that are
meaningful to them. Grammar study is introduced in the later grades when students have
acquired sufficient competence in the target language (Yup’ik) and are ready for this sort
of analysis (Ayaprun Elitnaurvik, 2003).
Many teachers have found The Natural Approach to be effective in promoting
student comprehension of the language but have had difficulty moving the students
naturally from comprehension to production (Anderson & Marsh, 1998). TPR
Storytelling takes students beyond merely listening, understanding, and producing singleword responses. The medium of storytelling provides the framework within which
students contextualize the words they have learned. TPR Storytelling focuses on input by
providing many input-based activities before students are required or expected to speak
and/or write. Teachers focus on providing ample amounts of Contextualized
Comprehensible Input (CCI) in which learners are exposed to planned, sequential and
repetitive and engaging stories (TPR Storytelling, 2006). TPR Storytelling focuses on
output by involving students directly in telling and sharing stories with each other and an
audience. As I have observed in my own classroom, learning a language becomes fun
unconsciously and students (including the more inhibited) are eager to volunteer for parts
in our weekly stories.
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The stories are often exaggerated, personalized and usually have humorous
endings (Curtain & Dahlberg, 2004) which brings laughter into the classroom thus
keeping the students’ affective filter low, an important factor in the language acquisition
process (Cantoni, 1999). With the TPR Storytelling drama in the mini-stories and the
practice in speaking over time, it seems to also decrease the speaker’s anxiety (Ray &
Seely, 2001) or, as Krashen puts it, it “lowers the affective filter.”
In summary, TPR Storytelling focuses on acquisition of language rather than the
learning of language by presenting items in meaningful, observable ways, rather than
teaching grammatical rules and vocabulary lists (Brune, 2004). TPR Storytelling provides
Contextualized Comprehensible Input (CCI) in which learners are exposed to planned,
sequential and repetitive and engaging stories (TPR Storytelling, 2006). TPR Storytelling
encourages comprehensible output by providing students the chance to practice using
vocabulary and sentences in the context of the story. Given practice for comprehensible
output during the stories, it makes it easier for them to use vocabulary and phrases more
spontaneously in their everyday interactions with each other. TPR Storytelling also
lowers the affective filter by engaging students in fun and often funny dramatic routines
that allow them to practice speaking without fear of being singled out, challenged or
corrected in overt ways.

General Steps of TPR Storytelling
I wanted to apply TPR Storytelling correctly so I was eager to learn everything I
could possibly know. As I spoke to experts in the field, I discovered that there was more
than one way to apply TPR Storytelling. In Fluency Through TPR Storytelling, Ray and
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Seely (2001) provide recommended steps and weekly schedules with high school
language classrooms in mind. They list three levels of stories in TPR Storytelling: the
shortest, personalized mini-situations (PMS), the mini-story and the final level, the
main story (Ray & Seely, 2001). Personalized mini-situations provide comprehensible
input by using student’s names. In the beginning of the year student’s names can be used
to teach vocabulary (Ray & Seely, 2001). The teacher chooses a student and makes up a
short story using her/his name (Ray & Seely, 2001). For example, Kegluneq kaigtuq.
‘Wolf is hungry.’ Keglunrem tangrraa nasaurluq. ‘Wolf sees the girl.’ Nutagalria
qalervagtuq! ‘Nutagalria bawls!’ TPR Storytelling recommends two to four mini-stories
for the final main story (Ray & Seely, 2001). Because of my student’s age level, telling
one mini-story per week was ideal.
Fluency Through TPR Storytelling is a useful resource because it gives a clear
background and description along with detailed steps on applying TPR Storytelling.
However, as Ray and Seely (2001, p. x) note “some elements of it maybe altered and
others may be added.” I have found that a mini-story with my first and second grade is
perfect for a week’s time of practice and a performance at the end of the week. Sources I
have found particularly useful for this are listed in the Additional Resources section at the
end of this handbook. Both Susan Gross’s (2005) The 3 Steps of TPR Storytelling and
Valeri Marsh’s (1997) Total Physcial Response storytelling: A communicative approach
to language learning are especially useful. Both are available on line.
The three steps identified by Ray and Seely (2001) are: Show, Tell,
Read/Sing/Play; each will be described below.
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Step One: SHOW (Identify key vocabulary).
First, the teacher introduces each of the new vocabulary using gestures, props and
pictures to convey the meaning of the new words (TPRS Publishing, 2006). I seldom
resort to translation but when the students take extra time guessing and if a student uses
English, I’ll react to his/her answer delighted with their correct guess. Once students have
an understanding of the new vocabulary, I begin teaching the associated gestures (TPRS
Publishing, 2006). For example, one of a number of stories that I have adapted from
Marsh and Anderson (1998) is about a hungry wolf. The wolf sees a little bird, wants to
grab the little bird, and wants to eat the little bird. The little bird gives him a sandwich. I
wrote the story as follows:
Una qanemciuguq: Kegluneq Kailria.
This is a story: The Hungry Wolf.
Ellami...keglunertangqertuq.
Outside, there is a wolf.
Kegluneq kaigtuq.
Wolf is hungry.
Kegluneq tangertuq yaquleyagarmek.

Kegluneq kaigtuq.
Wolf is hungry.

Wolf sees a little bird.
Keglunrem teguleraa yaquleyagaq!
Wolf grabs the little bird!
Yaquleyagaam cikiraa kegluneq sandwich-aamek!
The little birds gives the wolf a sandwich!
“Quyana!” kegluneq qanertuq.
“Thank you!” The wolf says.

Yaquleyartangqertuq.
There is a little bird.
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To introduce the new vocabulary, I make a motion for each new word while I am
saying the word. I have the students guess what word I’m trying to convey. For the above
example, I make my hands like claws and make a mean looking face depicting a kegluneq
‘wolf’. For kaigtuq ‘hungry’, I use a circular motion with my hand on my abdomen. For
tangertuq ‘sees’, I use my pointer and middle finger pointing away from my eyes. For
teguleraa ‘grabs’, I make a grabbing motion with both arms. For yaquleyagaq ‘little
bird’, I make a wing flapping motion with my arms held in to depict a little bird. For the
wolf saying “quyana” ‘thank you’, I make an outward motion from my mouth. When I
feel the students are ready, I have them act out the gestures while I tell the story.

Step Two: Tell (Vocabulary Practice using the Story)
The teacher gives the students time to dramatize the story. In my classroom the
selection of role-players is determined by whether or not their names get drawn randomly
from a plastic cup full of tongue depressors with each of the student’s names. I have
found that this alleviates the notion of favoritism and helps me to avoid selecting the
more outgoing students eager to play parts over the inhibited students. I respond
enthusiastically to each one whose name gets drawn. This seems to give them the extra
confidence to play a role in front of their classmates and at the end of the week in front of
the other first grade class and two kindergarten classes.
In this step, repetition of vocabulary structures is emphasized. Gross (2005) states
learners must hear them over and over in order to acquire the vocabulary structures. One
option for more practice is to divide students into pairs to practice producing the words
(Marsh, 1997). Another practice for repetition is called circling. Circling is a systematic
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way of repeating the vocabulary structures through a simple question and answer routine
(TPR Storytelling, 2006). For example:

The teacher begins with a statement from the story:
Kegluneq kaigtuq. The wolf is hungry.
The teacher then asks a “Yes” question:
Kegluneq-qaa kaigtuq? Is the wolf hungry?
The students respond:
Ii-i, kegluneq kaigtuq. Yes, the wolf is hungry.
The teacher asks a “No” question
Kegluneq-qaa meqsugtuq? Is the wolf thirsty?
The students respond:
Qang’a, kegluneq meqsunrituq. No, the wolf is not thirsty.
The teacher asks an either/or question:
Kegluneq-qaa aqsiuq wall’u kaigtuq? Is the wolf full or hungry?
The students respond:
Kegluneq kaigtuq. The wolf is hungry.
The teacher asks a “No” question:
Kegluneq-qaa aqsiuq? Is the wolf full?
The teacher completes the circle by confirming the “no” and restating the
affirmative:
Qang’a, kegluneq aqsinrituq. Kegluneq kaigtuq!
No, the wolf is not full. The wolf is hungry!
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As suggested by Blaine Ray, I hung a poster up in my room as a reminder of the
order of questions following the pattern:
Ii-i

Yes

Qang’a

No

Wall’u

Either/or

Ii-i / Qang’a

YES/no

-qaa?

Interrogative

-qaa?

Interrogative

Step Three: Read (for literate students)

Sing/Play (for pre-literate students)

In step three, literate students are given a printed story that they can translate into
English and discuss the reading in the language (Susan Gross, 2005). This step would
not apply for our primary students at Ayaprun Elitnaurvik. For pre-literate students, Carol
Gaab (2006) recommends using gestures, hands-on activities, rhythm, songs and chants
and partner activities to practice the vocabulary and sentences.
With my students we practice the mini-story of the week every day until Friday.
Initially I gave titles to the stories but found that after telling the story a few times, the
students were able to come up with appropriate titles on their own. By Thursday they are
able to tell and perform on their own with minimal help. I usually make my gesturing
motions on the side while the students tell the story and the actors play out their roles.
There are times when I make up scenes for phrases that the students seem to have
difficulty learning to pronounce. Ipegcaricugngaavnga-qaa? ‘Would you sharpen a
pencil for me?’ would be an example. At that time my students were having a difficult
time correctly pronouncing the request to have their pencil sharpened. With this
particular expression, I made the gesturing motion of sharpening a pencil. After I felt like
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most of them grasped the correct pronunciation, I hung up the written request near the
pencil sharpener for a reminder. Here is how the story went:

Una qanemciuguq: Ipegcaricugngaavnga-qaa Igarcuutemnek?
This is a story about: Would you Sharpen My Pencil?
Elitnaurviim iluani elitnaurartangqertuq.
Inside the school there are students.
Elitnaurvigmi elitnauristetangqertuq.
Inside the school there is a teacher.
Elitnauram aptaa elitnaurista “Ipegcaricugngaavnga-qaa igarcuutemnek?”
The student asked his teacher, “Would you please sharpen my pencil for me?”
Cuqcissuutekun-qaa ipegcarillamken?
Should I sharpen for you with a ruler?
Qang’a! Ipegcarissuutekun!
No! With a sharpener!
Perririssuutekun-qaa ipegcarillamken?
Should I sharpen for you with an eraser?
Qang’a! Ipegcarissuutekun!
No! With a sharpener!
Uuggun-mi?
What about this one?
Ii-i tuaggun ipegcarissuutekun!
Yes, with that sharpener!
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For elitnaurviim iluani ‘inside the schoolhouse’, I make a roof over my head with my
arms. For elitnaurartangqertut ‘there are students’, I show my mid-torso height. For
elitnauristetangqertuq ‘there is a teacher’, I show my own height. For elitnauram ‘the
student’, I show my mid-torso height again. For the student asking to have his pencil
sharpened, I make a motion like I am sharpening a pencil. For the teacher responding
with cuqcissuutekun-qaa? ‘with a ruler?’ I show the length of a foot ruler. For the student
responding with Qang’a! Ipegcarissuutekun! ‘No! With a sharpener!’ I nod my head for
no and make a motion like I’m sharpening a pencil. For perririssutekun-qaa? ‘with an
eraser?’ I motion like I’m erasing on the dry-erase board. For Uuggun-mi? ‘What about
this one?’ I hold up a small pencil sharper. For Ii-i, tuaggun ipegcarissuutekun! ‘Yes,
with that sharpener!’ I nod my head yes and make a motion like I am sharpening a pencil.

My classroom (first and second grade)
I taught a class of 19 first and second grade students at Ayaprun Elitnaurvik in
2007-2008. Most of them spoke Yup’ik as a second language; a few came from Yup’ik
speaking homes. Although the Yup’ik speaking students were not in school to learn the
oral language, their parents wanted them to learn academics in the child’s first language.
From my observation, these students enhanced the program because they modeled Yup’ik
fluency and their peers wanted to speak in Yup’ik like they did. On occasion first
language students openly corrected improperly spoken Yup’ik of second language
learners.
A typical day began at 8:40 a.m. when I took attendance, took lunch count, and
went over our job chart. We would recite from a poster that tells the recommended
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behavior expectations of their grandparents and parents in their absence. We would
review good listening behavior, recite the pledge of allegiance, and recite the Yuuyaraq,
the Yup’ik philosophy of good living. Then, we would practice about ten minutes of TPR
Storytelling activities. My students who spoke fluently were just as enthusiastic about the
TPR Storytelling stories as the Yup’ik second language learners. I tried varying amounts
of time for the TPR Storytelling activities and ten minutes per day seemed to be just
enough practice to present a short skit during our weekly Friday Morning Showcase with
my first and second grade. Longer periods might work better for older students.
I would introduce a new TPR Storytelling story on Monday mornings. I would
first tell the story without a title. After retelling, I would ask them to think of a good title
for the story. This exercise meets a reading standard where students select the main idea
after hearing a text (Alaska R1.5). As mentioned above, I used a plastic cup full of
tongue depressors with names on them to select characters. This gave more reserved
students a chance to shine. Throughout the week we would make minor adjustments to
the story or the actions. By Thursday, they were ready to perform on their own.
Every Friday all classrooms (kindergarten, first and second grades) met in one
classroom where each class gave a presentation of songs, finger-plays, Eskimo dancing,
storybook reading or, more than occasionally with my students, a TPR Storytelling skit.
Our site administrator/teacher led our school’s Friday Morning Showcase. We began by
reciting the Pledge of Allegiance, singing the American Anthem song and reciting the
Yuuyaraq. The students then took turns with their performances. When my students
performed a TPR Storytelling skit, they all stood in a line while the actors played their
roles. In unison, the students would say, Una qanemciuguq… ‘This is a story about…’.
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Usually I would cue them to begin the story and my gestures helped students find their
place. There were times when my students were so anxious to begin the story, they
started without me. A few times that year I had to be out on a Friday and they performed
without me. As you might imagine, they performed just as well on their own.
When I first started selecting the stories, I used some of the stories from Marsh
and Anderson (1998) Tell Me More!. As time went on, I began to write short stories and
at times focused on errors that my students were making. For example I wrote a story
about a student who wanted to sharpen his pencil as previously shared.
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Sample Mini-Stories
1. Tuntuvak Taqukaq-llu

The Moose and the Bear

This story was made by my students in 2007-2008. I was amazed by their eagerness and
creativity to make-up a story. They created the story after our school social worker came
and spoke on the topic of Anti-Bullying.

Una qanemciuguq: Tuntuvak Taqukaq-llu.
This is a story: Moose and the Bear.
Ellami, tuntuvagtangqertuq.
Outside, there is a moose.
Ellami. taqukartangqertuq-llu.
Outside, there is also a bear.
Tuntuvak taqukaq-llu anagutuk.

Tuntuvagtangqertuq.
There is a moose.

Moose and bear are playing rough.
Avelngaq taiguq.
Mouse came along.
“Tua-i!” avelngaq qayagpagtuq.
“Stop!” shouted mouse.
“Nakleng!” Tuntuvak Taqukaq-llu qanertuk.
“I’m /we’re sorry!” The moose and bear apologize.

Taqukartangqertuq-llu.
There is also a bear.
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Ellami…

Tuntuvagtangqertuq.

Outside…

There is a moose.

Extend both arms slowly outward; bent
wrists; open palms.

Taqukartangqertuq-llu.

Put both arms above your head.

Tuntuvak taqukaqllu anagutuk.

There is also a bear.
Moose and bear are
playing rough.

Clench your fingers; make a scary face.

Both hands are clenched with a mean
facial expression.

Avelngaq

Tua-i!

Mouse

Stop!

Cup your fingers near your mouth.

Nakleng.
We’re sorry.

Using one hand, place over chest while
sounding apologetic.

With a serious facial expression, make a
pointed finger.
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2. Piipiq
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‘The Baby’

In this short scene, the students witness a baby that begins to cry, cries louder and then
bawls. I used one of Anderson and Marsh’s (1998) suggestions on teaching vocabulary
words in a variety of ways. The students experience using a vocabulary word in which
the base-word changes. The story has one character while the rest of the students tell the
story while gesturing and fill in the crying of the baby. One student holds the baby (in our
improvisation we used a bag of plastic teddy bears covered with a cloth sheet) while the
other students chant:
Una qanemciuguq: Piipiq.
This is a story: The Baby.
Piipiq qianguq.
The baby is beginning to cry.
[The students make a beginning crying sound like a baby.]
Piipiq qiangiinartuq!
The baby is crying harder.
[The students make a longer crying sound.]
Piipiq qalervagtuq!
The baby is bawling!
[All the students make a loud bawling sound.]
Aanam qarutaa piipiq, “Tua-i.”
Mom shushes her baby, “That’s enough.”

Piipiq qianguq.
Baby is beginning
to cry.
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Piipiq

Piipiq qianguq.

Baby

Baby is beginning to cry.

Position arms like you are holding
a baby.

Tua-i.
That’s enough.

Hold and pat baby like you are
holding her.

Make a facial crying expression wiping the corner
of your eyes.
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Cat and Mouse

In this story adapted from Anderson & Marsh (1998), the cat is hungry to eat the mouse.
Mouse has an unexpected surprise for cat. Occasionally on Fridays we play Picture
Bingo. One of the pictures is qerruqacunguaq ‘balloon’. The students had difficulty with
pronunciation. This was a good story to hear repetitions of the word in a fun way.
Una qanemciuguq: Kuskaq Avelngaq-llu.
This is a story: Cat and Mouse.
Ellami, kuskartangqertuq.
Outside, there is a cat.
Ellami, avelngartangqertuq-llu.
Outside, there is also a mouse.
Kuskam tangrraa avelngaq.
The cat sees mouse.
Kuskam neryugaa avelngaq!

Kuskartangqertuq.
There is a cat.

Cat wants to eat the mouse!
Avelngaq qanertuq, “Atam tangvakaqernga…”
Mouse says, “Okay, take a look at me…”
Avelngaq qerrurtuq qerruqacunguarmek.
Mouse blows a balloon.
Avelngam pegtuqaraa qerruqacunguaq!
Mouse releases the balloon accidentally!
Kuskaq alingqerrluni ayakartuq aarpagluni, “Ii-la-i!”
Cat runs away startled and screaming “Yikes!”

Avelngartangqertuq-llu.
There is also a mouse.
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Kuskartangqertuq.
There is a cat.
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Avelngartangqertuqllu.
There is also a
mouse.

Hold three middle fingers outward near
your face.

Cup your fingers near your mouth.

Kuskam tangrraa
avelngaq.

Kuskam neryugaa
avelngaq!

Cat sees mouse.

Cat wants to eat
mouse!

After making cat gesture, using pointer and
middle finger, point away from your eyes
then make the mouse gesture.

After making cat gesture using both hands,
I make an eating motion then the mouse
gesture.

Avelngaq qerrurtuq
qerruqacunguarmek.

Atam
tangvakaqernga.

Mouse blows a balloon.

Look at me.

While making a blowing motion with lips,
hold out hands to the shape of the balloon.

Using pointer and middle finger, point
away from your eyes and then at yourself.

Kuskaq alingqerrluni
ayakartuq!
Cat runs away startled!

After making cat gesture, with a scared facial expression, run in place as if escaping.
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4. Kegluneq Maqaruaq-llu Wolf and Rabbit
One of the flannel board stories I tell is The Three Little Pigs. I was delighted to find the
following similar story in Anderson & Marsh (1998) shortened version with the same
idea of wolf threatening to blow the house down.
Una qanemciuguq: Kegluneq Maqaruaq-llu
This is a story: Wolf and Rabbit.
Ellami, maqaruartangqertuq.
Outside, there is a rabbit.
Ellami, keglunertangqertuq-llu.
Outside, there is also a wolf.
Keglunrem neryugaa maqaruaq.

Maqaruartangqertuq.
There is a rabbit.

The wolf wants to eat rabbit.
Maqaruaq itqertuq eneminun!
Rabbit escapes inside his house!
Kegluneq qanertuq, “Maqaruaq, itercessnga wall’u
cupluku enen tengtevkarciqaqa!”
Wolf says, “Let me come in or I will blow your house away!”
Keglunrem-llu tengtevkaraa maqaruaq enii-llu!
Wolf blows both rabbit and his house away!
Kegluneq cali kaigtuq!
Wolf is still hungry!

Keglunertangertuq.
There is a wolf.
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Ellami…

Maqaruartangqertuq

Outside…

There is a rabbit.

Extend both arms slowly outward; bent
wrists; open palms.

Both hands palms outward above my head.

Keglunrem neryugaa
maqaruaq.

Maqaruaq iterqertuq
eneminun.

Wolf wants to eat
rabbit.

Rabbit escaped inside
its house.

Using both hands make an eating motion. After making rabbit ears, use both arms as
if swimming inside the house.

Kegluneq qanertuq…

Itercessnga!

Wolf says…

Let me come in!

After wolf expression, make an outward
motion from your chin with one hand.

Cup hands on the side of your face and
say, Itercessnga! Let me come in!

Enen
tengtevkarciqaqa!

Kegluneq cali
kaigtuq.

I will blow your
house away!

Wolf is still hungry.

Make a roof over your head; inhale and
exhale; make motion as if shooing away.

With sad facial expression, make a
circular motion on abdomen.
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5. Muluk’uuryulriik

The Two That Wanted Milk

This is good story for the beginning of the year when students need a refresher from the
summer on using the word muluk’uuq ‘milk’, an everyday vocabulary word used during
lunch. Anderson and Marsh (1998) had a section with some grabbing stories.
Una qanemciuguq: Muluk’uuryulriik.
This is a story: The Two That Wanted Milk.
Enem iluani,keglunertangqertuq.
Inside the house, there is a wolf.
Enem iluani tan’gaurlurtangqertuq-llu.
Inside the house, there is also a boy.
Tan’gaurluq muluk’uumek tegumiartuq.
The boy is holding a carton of milk.

Enem iluani…
Inside the house…

Keglunrem teguleraa muluk’uuq tan’gaurlurmek!
Wolf grabs the milk from the boy!
Tan’gaurluum teguleraa muluk’uuq keglunermek!
The boy grabs the milk from wolf!
Keglunrem teguleraa muluk’uuq tan’gaurlurmek!.
The wolf grabs the milk from the boy!
Tan’gaurluum teguleraa muluk’uuq!
The boy grabs the milk from wolf!
Keglunrem teguleraa tan’gaurluq!
The wolf grabs the boy!
Ii-la-i!
So scary!

Enem iluani
Inside the house…
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Enem iluani…

Tan’gaurlurtangqertuq.

Inside the house…

There is a boy.

Using arms, make a roof shape over your
head.

Using hand, show the height of boy being a
little below shoulder.

Muluk’uuq

Teguleraa!

The milk

He grabbed him/her!

Hold a school size milk carton.

Ilai-i!
So scary!

Make a scared facial expression
with hands on the side of your face.

Make grabbing motion with arms.
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Before Baby Goes Outside

I came up with this short scene when students were confusing pelatuuk ‘scarf’ and
pelatekaaq ‘tent’. One character plays the role of aanaq ‘mom’ who will be holding out
the choice headwear for baby. The other character plays as piipiq ‘baby’. The students get
a chuckle out of baby wearing a scarf tied under her chin at the end of the story.
Una qanemciuguq: Piipiq Ellamun Anvailegmi
This is a story: Before Baby Goes Outside.
Enem iluani aanartangqertuq.
Inside the house there is mom.
Enem iluani piipirtangqertuq-llu.
Inside the house there is also a baby.
Piipiq-qaa nacaryugtuq ellamun anvailegmi?
Does the baby want to wear a hat before going outside?
Qang’a, piipiq nacaryuumiituq.
No, the baby does not want to wear a hat.
Piipiq-qaa malagg’aayaryugtuq ellamun anvailegmi?
Does baby want to wear a fur hat before going outside?
Qang’a, piipiq malagg’aayaryuumituq.
No, the baby does not want to wear a fur hat.
Piipiq-qaa pelatuugyugtuq ellamun anvailegmi?
Does the baby want to wear a scarf before going outside?
Ii-i, piipiq pelatuugyugtuq!
Yes, the baby wants to wear a scarf!

Aanartangqertuq.
There is a mom.
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Enem iluani…

Aanartangqertuq.

inside the house…

There is a mom.

Using your arms make a roof shape over
your head.

Use your hand to show mom’s height
being a little shorter than yourself.

Piipirtangqertuq-llu.
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Piipiq-qaa
nacaryugtuq?

There is also a baby.
Does baby want to
wear a hat?

Using your arms, position like you are
holding a baby.

Hold up a fur hat.

Hold up a hat. For each head item the
baby does not want to wear, nod your
head no while saying, “Qang’a, piipiq…”
“No, the baby…”

Piipiq-qaa
malagg’aayaryugtuq?

Piipiq-qaa
pelatuugyugtuq?

Does baby want to wear
a fur hat?

Does baby want to
wear a scarf?

Hold up a scarf.

For Ii-i, piipiq pelatuugyugtuq ‘Yes, baby wants to wear a scarf’, put the scarf on baby’s
head and tie it under her chin.
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7. Nacarraam Aciani Under the Hat
This story would go well with a unit on teaching winter clothing. It would also be good
for distinguishing words with singular (aciantenrituq) and dual (aciantenrituk) endings.
The students get a thrill in the ending when a plastic bug at the end of the ruler under the
hat is flown towards the audience. I liked Anderson and Marsh’s (1998) surprise ending
idea in this story in which the students get a thrill.
Una qanemciuguq: Nacarraam Aciani
This is a story: Under the Hat.
Enem iluani nasaurlurtangqertuq.
Inside the house there is a girl.
Enem iluani tan’gaurlurtangqertuq-llu.
Inside the house there is also a boy.
Nasaurluum aptaa tan’gaurluq,
The girl asks the boy,
Nacarraam-qaa aciani igarcuuteka uitauq?
Is my pencil under the hat?
Qang’a, igarcuuten nacarraam aciantenrituq.
No, your pencil is not under the hat.
Aliimategka-qaa nacarraam aciantuk?
Are my mittens under the hat?
Qang’a, aliimategken nacarraam aciantenrituk.
No, your mittens are not under the hat.
Nacarraam-qaa aciani yaquleyagartangqertuq?

Nacarraam-qaa aciani
igarcuuteka uitauq?
Is my pencil under the hat?
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Is there a little bird under the hat?
Qang’a, nacarraam aciani yaquleyagartaituq.
No, there is no little bird under the hat.
Catangqerta nacarraam aciani?
What is under the hat?
Tang! Ciissirtangqertuq!
Look! There’s a bug!
Ila-i!
So scary!

Enem iluani…

Nasaurlurtangqertuq.

Inside the house…

There is a girl.

Make a roof shape over your head.

Tan’gaurlurtangqertuq.

Show height of girl about chest level.

Nacarraam aciani…
Under the hat.

There is a boy.

Show height of boy about shoulder level.

Place hand under a hat.
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Show height of boy about shoulder level.
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Place hand under a hat.

Aliimategka-qaa
uitauk?
Are my mittens there?

Yaquleyagartangqertuq.

Catangqerta
Nacarraam aciani?

There is a little bird.
What is under the hat?

Make wing-flappingIgarcuutekamotions with arms held
qaa
in to depict a little bird. uitauq
Make an
outline of
mitten
around
hand.
Is my pencil
there?
Hold a pencil up
and other hand
palm open.

Place hand under a hat.
Tang!

Ilai-i!

Look!

So scary!
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Point to the hat. (Notice the yardstick.)
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With a scared facial
expression, touch your cheeks
with the palms of your hands.
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8. Neryugtuten-qaa?
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Do You Want to Eat?

This story went well when teaching about family and food. I used plastic props (dishes
and food) that were available even if it meant borrowing them from another classroom.
This would apply for dolls too. This is a variation of one of Anderson and Marsh’s (1998)
eating stories.
Una qanemciuguq: Neryugtuten-qaa?
This is a story: Do You Want to Eat?
Enem iluani ilakellriartangqertuq.
Inside the house there is a family.
Nayagaam aptaa aataq neqerrlugyullranek.
Little sister asked dad if he wanted dried fish.
Aataq quyauq neqerrlugmek!

Akutaryugtuten-qaa?
Do you want akutaq?

Dad is grateful for the dried fish!
Nayagaam aptaa aanaq akutaryullranek.
Little sister asked mom if she wanted akutaq – Eskimo ice cream.
Aanaq quyauq akutamek!
Mom is grateful for the akutaq – Eskimo ice cream!
Nayagaam aptaa anngaq pizza-aryullranek.
Little sister asked big brother if he wanted pizza.
Anngaq quyauq pizza-amek!
Big brother is grateful for the pizza!
Nayagaam aptaa piipiq chips-aryullranek.
Little sister asked baby if she wanted chips.

Piipiq keggutaituq!
Baby does not have
any teeth! (Shaking
head no.)

Qang’a! Piipiq keggutaituq!
No! The baby does not have any teeth!

Enem iluani…

Neqerrlugyullranek.

Inside the house…

Asking if he wanted
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Using your arms make a roof shape over
your head.

Show a brown construction paper crumpled
and shaped like a dried fish.

Nasaurluum
aptaa…

…aanaq aptaa
akutaryullranek.

The girl asks…

…asks mom if she
wants akutaq.

Show girl’s height and make an outward
motion from chin.

Quyauq neqerrlugmek
He is grateful for
the dried fish

Nod head with approval of the dried fish.

Aanaq quyauq akutamek!
Mom is grateful for
the akutaq!

Nod your head while holding the bowl
while touching your chest being grateful.
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Hand out, offer mom a bowl or plate of
akutaq.

Nayagam aptaa
anngaq pizzaaryullranek.
Little sister asks big
brother if he would
like pizza.
Using plastic pizza or construction paper
triangle, sister offers big brother pizza.

Nayagam aptaa
piipiq chipsaryullranek.
Little sister asks
baby if she would
like chips.
Offer baby a bag of chips to baby.
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9. Aataq Qenertuq
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Dad is Angry

In the Health curriculum, we teach Second Step lessons, an anti-violence prevention
program. In the primary lessons one of the units we cover is emotions. The following
mini-story is about dad being angry when wolf eats lots of food from the refrigerator. We
have a classroom discussion on other ways on how dad could have handled the problem.
We also talk about wolf who could have communicated his needs before causing tension
with dad. This was one of the first stories we dramatized from Anderson and Marsh
(1998).
Una qanemciuguq: Aataq Qenertuq.
This is a story: Dad is Angry.
Enem iluani aatartangqertuq.
Inside the house there is a dad.
Enem iluani aanartangqertuq.
Inside the house there is a mom.
Enem iluani keglunertangqertuq-llu.
Inside the house there is also a wolf.
Kegluneq ner’uq amllernek neqkanek kumlivigmek!
The wolf ate lots of food from the refrigerator!
Aataq qenertuq!
Dad is angry!
Kegluneq qalervagtuq!
The wolf bawls!

Aataq qenertuq!
Dad is angry!
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Aatartangqertuq.

Aanartangqertuq

There is a dad.

There is a mom.

Standing tall, place hands on your hips.
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Show mom’s height a little shorter.

Keglunertangqertuq.

Anngartangqertuq.

There is a wolf.

There is an older
brother.

While clenching hands, make a scary facial
expression.

Show brother’s shoulder length height.

kumlivigmek

Kegluneq kaigtuq.

from the refrigerator

Wolf is hungry.

With one hand, gesture like you are opening
a refrigerator door.

Kegluneq
qalervagtuq!

Make a circular motion with your hand over
abdomen area.

Aataq qenertuq!
Dad is angry!

Wolf is crying!

Students make a bawling sound while
wiping their eyes.

With a clenched fist, show an angry facial
expression.
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10. Catangqerta Yaassiicuaraam Iluani?
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What is Inside the Little Box?

For the two different times this story was told, we happen to have an old pair of raggedy
tennis shoes that students did not use anymore that came in handy. If my students and I
were to look at the printed version of the story, I think it would be a good example of the
different endings that yaassiicuar ‘little box’ had in this story: yaassiicuartangqertuq
‘there is a little box’, yaassiicuaraam ‘of the little box’, yaassiicuarmi ‘in the little box’,
yaassiicuar ‘the little box’, and yaassiicuarmek ‘from the little box’. I might challenge
the students to see if they could think of other endings for that word. Anderson and
Marsh had a section on story ideas using a box and the contents of a box.
Una qanemciuguq: Catangqerta Yaassiicuaraam Iluani?
This is a story about: What is in the Little Box?
Enem iluani tan’gaurlurtangqertuq.
Inside the house there is a boy.
Enem iluani yaassiicuartangqertuq-llu.
Inside the house there is a little box.
Tan’gaurluq paqnayugtuq yaassiicuaraam iluanek.
The boy is curious about what is inside the little box.
Tan’gaurluq uyangtuq yaassiicuarmi.

Catangqerta
yaassiicuraam iluani?
What is inside the little
box?

The boys peeks inside the little box.
Tan’gaurluum narqerraa yaassiicuar.
The boy sniffs the little box.
“Ik’atak!” tan’gaurluq qayagpagtuq miryalnguluni caarrluvik ullagarrluku.
“Yuck!” the boy screams feeling nauseated running towards the trash.
Tan’gaurluum yuugaak sap’akilleraak yaassiicuarmek!
The boy removes an old pair of shoes from the little box!
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Tan’gaurlurtangqertuq.

Yaassiicuartangqertuq.

There is a boy.

There is a little box.

Show shoulder length height for brother.

Tan’gaurluq
paqnayugtuq.

Gesture the shape of a small box.
Tan’gaurluq uyangtuq
yaassiicuaraam iluani.
The boy is peeking
inside the box.

The boy is curious.

Hold out your hands looking at the box.

Take a peek inside a little box.

Tan’gaurluum
narqerraa yaassiicuar.

Tan’gaurluq
miryalnguuq!

The boy sniffs the box.

The boy feels
nauseated!

Take a sniff of the box.

Ik’atak! Miryalnguluni caarrluvik ullagartaa!
Yuck! Feeling
nauseated he runs
towards the trash!
Run towards the trash feeling nauseated
making a nauseated sound.

Cover your mouth as if nauseated while
holding your abdomen.
Tan’gaurluum
yuugaak sap’akilleraak yaassiicuarmek!
The boy removes an
old pair of shoe
from the little box!
Hold an old pair of shoes looking
disgusted.
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